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The tlgures tn tle margln indlcate
fall marks for tle questions.

1.. A,nsu,er the following as directed :

.1x 1"0= 1O

(u) Find the polar representation of z=ZL

(b) If x = 0 and U , O, then v,'hat is ttre value
of t*?

(c) Write the negation of the statement 'For
any integer ft, ft2 > r?' in plain English
then f<lr:rnuiate the negation using set
of context and quantifier.



(d)

(e)

Disapprove the slarlcment using counter
example :

"For any x, U e il,:., x'2 _ y2 implies
x.= a."

Suppose / is a constant lunction from
X to Y. The inverse image of a subset
of Y cannot be

(i) an empty set

(ii) the u.,hole set X
(ut) a non-empty proper subset of X

(Choose tle eorrbct option)

0 Let X =y = IR. Let A c. X, B cy ".Draw
the picture for Ax B where,A=[_l,l]
and B= [2,3J.

(g) Suppose a system of linear equations
in echelon form has a.l x 5 augmented
matrix whose fifth column is"a piuoi
column.
Is the system consistent ? Justify.

(h) If a set S = {D, ,02,...,,u-r} in in,

contains the f vector, is the set
linearly independent ? Justify.
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0 What is the determinant of an n x n
elementary matrix E that has been
scaled by 7.

2. Answer the follorving questions : 2x5=1O

(a) lf z = -2& *2i, find the polar radius

and polar argument of z.

(b) Is the function g: R + iiL given by

g(*)= l r - 21 one-one and onto ?

Explain.

(c) Let universal set be R, and index set be

N. For a natural number .ft, J n= 
[O, ])

Identify with justification 
l'-t +

rze iV
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id) Sirow thlr '/

by finditr11 r

the rnappirrl

i(rr, x2, x3, xo) .

'irr lr lrrrcar transformation
I rr)ilrrix that impl.ements
I

(0, 
^t' 

t- x2t x2* Jf3r x, + xo)

(a n r;t' = ztrj lJ Bc

(aUa)t = Ac )Bc

(c) Del-rne bijectiod.

Let / : r'{ -r b\ he .f (*)=m- l , if rn is

evell .f (^\=trl*l, if rn is odd. Sliou'f
is a bijection and f-' = f . l+4-5

(d) Iror vectors fi;il2,...., D, e lll" define
(.- - r

span \\, 02, ..,., 0 ol construct a 3 x 3

matrix A with non-zero elements a.nd a

vector 6 on R3 such that 6 is not in
the set spanned by the cr:lumns of A.

2+3=5

Alka-Seltzer, contains sodium bi-
carbonate t/VoHCO3) and citric acid
(FfuC6H5O7). lVhen a tablet is dissolved
in water the following reaction produces
sodir.lm citrate, water and carbon
dioxide :

+ HrQoHrOr + Na3C6Hs07 + HrO + CCI2

Balance the chemical equation using
vector equation approach. 5

Prove that an nx n matrix A is invertible
if and only if A is row equivalent to I,,,
and in this case any sequenee of
elementary row operations that reduces
A to In also transforms In into A-1.

5

(e)
3.

I

NaHCQ3
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(i)

(ii) 5
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TIf,

Write

(a) (t)

(ii)

1Ox4=40

Find the c:trbc roots of the number
z= I + d an<l represent them in the
complex plane. 5

(iii)

(b) (i)

(ii)

5
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(c) (t lf f:X->Y beamaPandBcY,

then prove f, (n )= (/ ' (B))" .

4

(d) (t)
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I

A^ = (- *, *), where n e r$ . Find

Ue^ and fla^ 2
neN neIV

Let /:R+ilt be given bY

f(*)= *2 '

rrind f t(r), f"'(-r), f-' ([0, r]).
4

State the induction PrinciPle and

use it to show that for anY Positive

Contd.
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(iit) Give proof using conrrapositive

'For an irrt'egcr" x if x2 -6x+S is

even, then x is odd'. 3

(e) {il Use the invertil:le matrix theorem
to decide if A is invertible

(u) Compute det A where

What do you mean.by equivalence
class for an equivalence relation ?

For the relation a=bmod(S) on

z, find all.the distinct equivalence
classes of a. l+3=4
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Solve the syste* ni equations

X1- 3Jca =' 8

2xt* 2x2'F9x3 = f
x2*Sxt=--!

4

(it Choose h and k sttch f-irat the
system has 4

(a) no solution
(b) a unique solution
(c) many solutions

x, +.ltx2. -- 2

4xr+ 8x, =;q

(iit Write the general solution of
10x, - 3xz -2x, ='/ in Parametric
vector form" 2

(g) 0 Prove that the inclexed set
' S = {rr, rt2,...., Or\1 of two or rnore

vectors is linearly dependent if and
only if at least one of the vectoi's
in S is a linear combination of the
others. In fact, if S is lincarlY

dependent ancl \ * 6, then

some il; (with J > 1) is a linear
, combination of the Preceding

vectors i1, i2i..., i.i-r, 5
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Use Cramer
solutions ol

-5x, +
3x,"

(tq l.et f : [tn _+ ;'',,
transformation"

s rule to compute
tlre system

lx', = g

X,; = -b

0n
(iii)the 

I3l Find the area of the parallelogram
whose vertices are (0, -2), (6,- tl,
(- 3, 1) and (3, 2). 3

(iiil Suppose ?n: ,iri' _+ iii2

and f (*)= a.; for some matrix
A and each x in Rl.s.

How many rows anC columns does
A have ? Justify. 2

(h) (t) l*t r: ii2 + ,:,.2 be the
transfcrrmation that rotates eachpoint in iii.2 about the 

".;;;;through an angle @ with the
counter_clockrvise direction taken
as positive. F.ind the standard
matrix for this transformation.

.3
be a linear

Prove that I is one-to_one if and
only if the equation f (x)=6 has
only the trivial solution. 4
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